
Non proporzionalità degli scintillatori e suo effetto nelle misure 
calorimetriche sui raggi cosmici

– Ho cercato in letteratura i modelli di non proporzionalità

– Ho costruito un modello da inserire nella simulazione

– I primi risultati mostrano dei sistematici: DOMANDA: i risultati sono ragionevoli ?

• Ci sono errori concettuali? 
• Errori materiali? 
• Che test fare? 
• ...  



L’effetto di non linearità dei cristalli è un fenomeno ancora non completamente chiarito nelle cause.

RESPONSE OF ACTIVATED I NORGANIC CRYSTALS

the slowing-down process. In so doing, it is assumed
that Z,gf as a function of velocity is essentially inde-
pendent of the stopping medium, and that the curves"
of Z, ti/Z versus P/Z~ may be applied to the materials
of interest here. Knowing Z,ff, the stopping power of,
say, N" in NaI is then calculated as
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Fro. 2. Scintillation efficiency as a function of dE/dz
for various particles in NaI(T1).
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where (dE/dx)„refers to the stopping power of NaI to
a proton of the same velocity as the N'4 ion, and Z„
represents the eGective proton charge at that velocity.
The effective proton charge is taken as unity above
400 kev. Below 400 kev, Z„ is calculated on the basis
of measured electron capture cross sections as a function
of proton velocity in various media. "The results of these
calculations of dE/dx versus E for a heavy particle give
a function with a broad maximum in the region 1 to
15 Mev, and are comparable with the results of Newman
and Steigert. "

Finally, the stopping power of CsI to 6ssion fragments
is taken directly from the work of Fulmer. "For present
purposes it is assumed to be the same in other alkali
cod&des.

Combining the pulse height versus energy data from
various experiments with the above calculations of
dE/dx versus energy, it is now possible to illustrate the
general features of the scintillation efIiciency as a func-
tion of stopping power. Such a summary involves, of
course, the results of various experiments using different
crystals and performed with various charged particles.
Clearly, this procedure is subject to considerable quanti-
tative uncertainty; it is, nevertheless, of interest to
summarize the data in this way as the over-all features
of the curve may be demonstrated even with the un-
certainties which are involved.
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FIG. 3. Scintillation eificiency as a function of dE/dk
for various particles in CsI(TI).

A summary of experimental evidence for NaI(Tl) is
given in Fig. 2, where the scintillation ef6ciency for
protons of energy several Mev and greater has been
normalized to unity. (There is always an arbitrary
normalization factor which must be assigned, since
experiments give only relati ve pulse heights. ) Experimen-
tal data for protons, deuterons, alphas, various heavy
ions (BM through Na"), and fission fragments are taken
from various sources. ' """The response of NaI(Tl)
to electrons (from gamma rays) relative to heavier
particles is taken from two studies. "'The scintillation
e%ciency to electrons of different energy, in Fig. 2, is
based on the gamma-ray experiments of Engelkemeier
and those of Managan. "The electron data points in
Fig. 2 were calculated as dL/dE for electrons, but were
based on the experimental gamma-ray response curves. '
This calculation" takes into account the multiple nature
of the gamma-ray interaction with electrons of the
crystal through photoelectric, Compton, and pair-pro-
duction events. The electron data points of Fig. 2 were
normalized for high-energy electrons ( 1 Mev) to 0.7,
the average of the points from references 3 and 16.

Turning next to CsI(T1) the scintillation efliciency to
various charged particles is illustrated in Fig. 3, again
with the Mev proton data normalized to 1.0. The re-
sponse to charged particles ranging from protons to
6ssion fragments is taken from various papers. """A
comparison between scintillation efFiciency to protons
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Negli anni ’50 e ’60: ci sono stati i primi studi: essenzialmente il problema era che un elettrone da 1 MeV
produceva una luce diversa da una particella alfa. Gli studi erano fatti principalmente con CsI e NaI. Questi 
studi portarono alla conclusione che c’era una dipendenza dalla densità di ionizzazione dE/dx. La ragione 
fisica era individuata nella saturazione dei centri di luminescenza (formula di Birks).

Negli anni ’90, 2000 : si sviluppò il materiale LSO che aveva 4-5 volte più luminosità del BGO ma la 
risoluzione energetica non era migliore (cioè la risoluzione non andava di pari passo con il conteggio dei 
fotoni). Si ipotizzò che la ragione fosse la non proporzionalità.
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Fig. 1. Pulse height spectra under 662 keV gamma ray excitation. (a) 1 cm cube of BGO. (b) 1 cm cube of LSO. (c) 2 mm cube of LSO.

Fig. 2. Photon response curve for a hypothetical scintillator. The -axis plots
the relative light yield (the luminous efficiency, in photons per MeV, normalized
to the value at 662 keV) as a function of the energy of the photon that excited
it, which is plotted on the -axis. Deviations from a horizontal line are “non-
proportionality,” meaning that the luminous efficiency depends on the incident
energy.

excited by photons. Each point on the curve is measured by
placing a scintillator crystal on a photodetector, exciting it with
monochromatic photons of energy , obtaining a pulse height
spectrum, and noting the position of the photopeak. The lumi-
nosity , which is shown on the -axis, is defined as the position
of the photopeak divided by the energy , which is plotted on
the -axis. Note that the luminosity is normalized at a specific
energy (usually the highest energy measured). A proportional
scintillator would yield a horizontal line—the conversion factor
from energy to light output would be independent of energy.

The deviation from horizontal of the photon response (the
non-proportionality) leads to degraded energy resolution when
the first interaction is a Compton scatter. To understand this,
assume that a photon impinges on the scintillator and interacts
via photoelectric interaction. The average amount of light pro-
duced is determined by using the photon response curve and the
photon energy (the open circle in Fig. 2 for a 10 keV photon).
Note that all photoelectric interactions of this energy will pro-
duce the same average amount of light. If a gamma ray of the
same energy first interacts via Compton scatter and the scattered
photon subsequently interacts via photoelectric effect, there will
be two interactions in the scintillator. The mean amount of light
produced for each interaction is found in the same way (the two
closed circles at 3 keV and 7 keV in Fig. 2), and the total amount
of light is just the sum. Because the curve is not flat, the total
amount of light produced will be different than that produced by
a single photoelectric interaction, even though the total amount
of energy deposited in the scintillator is the same. In addition,

although Compton scatter results in two (or more) deposits of
energy that sum to the primary photon energy, the fraction of
energy that each deposit receives varies from event to event.

In short, the non-proportional response, coupled with a
process that produces multiple, discrete deposits of energy,
introduces event to event variation in the amount of light pro-
duced. This variation adds to the variations caused by counting
statistics, and so degrades the energy resolution. Throughout
the rest of this paper, we will see this general mechanism for
degrading energy resolution repeated.

B. Cascade Processes

While Compton scatter in the scintillator degrades energy res-
olution, there are more degradation processes involving non-
proportionality. This can be seen by comparing the 662 keV
energy resolution in a large (1 cm cube) and a small (2 mm
cube) LSO scintillator sample, as shown in Fig. 1(b) & (c). In
the larger cube, an estimated 43% of the events in the full en-
ergy peak (sometimes referred to as the photopeak) come from
Compton interactions followed by photoelectric interactions. In
the smaller cube, virtually all of the events in the full energy
peak are from photoelectric interactions. If the only process that
degrades the energy resolution is multiple interactions in the
scintillator, the energy resolution in the 2 mm LSO cube would
be considerably (a factor of two) better than in the 1 cm LSO
cube. This is clearly not the case, and so some other process
must contribute, and must affect photoelectric interactions.

A degradation arises from a cascade process that occurs after
photoelectric interactions. Photoelectric interactions occur pre-
dominantly (but not exclusively) with inner shell electrons, cre-
ating a hole in the inner shell. This hole is subsequently filled
via a cascade process that can produce both fluorescent x-rays
and Auger electrons. Fig. 3 shows a simplified diagram from
[19] of the various processes in NaI. Among the things to notice
are: 1) The incoming gamma ray can interact with electrons in
the iodine K, L, or M shells, all of which have different binding
energies, so a monochromatic gamma ray undergoing a photo-
electric interaction can produce photoelectrons of three different
energies. 2) 83% of the interactions are with the innermost (K
shell) electrons. 3) If a hole is produced in the K shell, it can
be filled by electrons from three different L or M shell energy
levels, resulting in fluorescent x-rays of three different energies.
4) Auger electrons with six different energies in the 1–4 keV en-
ergy range can be produced. It is clear that a single photoelec-
tric interaction results in multiple energetic ( ) quanta
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Le tracce ionizzanti sono create tramite processi a cascata

• Interazioni nucleari
• Creazioni di coppie
• Effetto Compton diretto e inverso
• Bremsstrahlung
• Effetto fotoelettrico
• Produzione di elettroni Auger
• Evaporazione di nuclei
• X-ray di fluorescenza
• … 
• Delta rays

anche nel caso più «semplice» di una m.i.p.
che spesso viene usata per la calibrazione

La perdita di energia delle tracce è caratterizzata da:
1) Dipendenza dall’energia della traccia secondo 

la Bethe-Block
2) Fluttuazioni di Landau: la perdita di energia 

avviene con un grande numero di piccole 
depositi di energia con grandi fluttuazioni di 
densità di ionizzazione.
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Fig. 6. Measured electron-excited (closed squares) and photon-excited (open
squares) energy resolution in NaI:Tl, along with the limit imposed by counting
statistics (solid line).

With this apparatus, the energy resolution can also be mea-
sured without the confounding effects of the Auger and x-ray
fluorescence cascade that plague photoelectric interactions. By
selecting only events where a fixed amount of energy is observed
in the HPGe detector, events with a fixed amount of energy de-
posited via Compton interactions are recorded in the scintillator.
The energy resolution of these events can be measured and com-
pared to photon-excited energy resolutions at the same energy,
as well as predictions based solely on counting statistics. Such
a comparison is shown in Fig. 6 for NaI:Tl.

As expected, Fig. 6 shows that the energy resolution for elec-
tron excited interactions is always equal to or better than for
gamma excited interactions at the same energy. This is expected
because of the lack of cascade process for electron excited in-
teractions. However, if the cascade process were responsible for
the entire discrepancy between the gamma ray excited energy
resolution and counting statistics, the energy resolution under
electron excitation would be equal to the statistical limit. Fig. 6
also shows that this is not the case, and so some other effects
must contribute to energy resolution degradation.

V. ELECTRON INTERACTIONS

The energy resolution degradation present when electrons ex-
cite the scintillator may be due to the fact that an energetic
electron does not deposit its energy in a single, simple inter-
action. As Fig. 7 shows, an energetic electron occasionally pro-
duces delta rays, which are knock-on electrons with unusually
large energy transfer. This results in multiple, smaller energy
deposits, which again degrade the energy resolution when the
material has non-proportional light output.

Furthermore, as the electron “slows down” (loses energy), its
ionization density increases as described by the Bethe-Block
equation (Fig. 8) [20]. Thus, the initial part of the electron track
has lower ionization density than the final portion of the track.
To further complicate the process, the electron also does not lose
energy continuously, but via a series of smaller, non-uniform
energy depositions known as Landau fluctuations. In short, an
initial monoenergetic electron dissipates its energy via a large
number of much smaller energy deposits with large local vari-
ations in ionization density. As was learned in the 1960’s, the
light output depends on the ionization density. Thus, we again

Fig. 7. Bubble chamber photograph of a gamma ray (entering from the middle
right) forming an electron positron pair, and the subsequent tracks of the two
charged particles. The intensity of the white regions is proportional to the ion-
ization density. Several delta rays are produced, and Landau fluctuations (vari-
ations in the ionization density along the track) are easily observed.

have a situation where energy is divided into multiple, smaller
energy deposits with energy-dependent conversion of energy to
light, leading to a degradation of the energy resolution.

VI. ORIGINS OF NON-PROPORTIONALITY

The general shape of the electron response is very similar
in almost all scintillator materials—rising with increasing en-
ergy and then leveling off (for most materials) or decreasing
slightly (for the alkali halides) as the energy continues to in-
crease (Fig. 2). While this shape is not well understood theoret-
ically, the low energy behavior perhaps can be explained by the
Birks equation [20], which is successfully used to describe the
relative luminosity to alpha and beta particles in organic scintil-
lators. Stated simply, excitons (electron hole pairs in an excited
state, which often decay to form scintillation photons) can anni-
hilate without creating a photon in an Auger-like process. Birks
postulated that the probability of this annihilation, and thus the
decrease in scintillation efficiency, is proportional to the density
of excitons, which in turn is proportional to the ionization den-
sity. This yields a function form of:

(1)

where is the luminosity, is a (constant) initial luminosity,
is the ionization density, and is an arbitrary, mate-

rial-dependent parameter known as the Birks parameter. This
equation, combined with the Bethe-Block formula (which re-
lates particle energy to ), produces shapes that are very
similar (at low energy) to the electron response observed in most
materials. Similarly, the higher energy behavior can often be fit
with an (ad hoc) exponential dependence on , which is
the functional form that describes several exciton formation or
transport phenomena, such as the Hecht equation (which de-
scribes the transport of charge carriers in semiconductors) [20]
and the Einstein equation (which describes the diffusion length
of charge carriers in the absence of an electric field). In short,
there is some indication that the transport of excitons in mate-
rials holds the key to understanding the shape of the electron
response curve.
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come modellizzare la scintillazione?
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of how an electron track is modeled. It is usually assumed to be straight and about 3 nm in diameter, with each voxel containing a

density of electrons and holes .

highest energy point in the data set. These data are acquired at

high energies (from about 1 MeV down to a few keV) via the

Compton coincidence technique [11], [13], [18], [19] and at low

energies (from tens of keV down to about 0.1 keV) via k-dip

spectroscopy [20]–[22]. A large body of measurements also ex-

ists for photon response (defined as efficiency versus energy
when the scintillator is excited by photons) [23]–[32], which is

similar to electron response data but is confounded somewhat by

cascade processes following interactions with inner shell elec-

trons. In effect, the task of the theoretical model is to reproduce

(and hopefully predict) the electron response curve for a scintil-

lator material.

III. IONIZATION DENSITY

For the purposes of this paper, we only consider gamma rays

(or X-rays) impinging on the scintillator, although extension

to other forms of incident radiation is straightforward. When a

gamma ray interacts, it produces an energetic electron through

either a photoelectric or Compton interaction. In a scintillator

with density of 1–10 g/cm , this electron will typically travel

through the material for several tens of microns, ionizing the

scintillator as it passes through it. The energy transferred in each

interaction between this primary electron and the scintillator is

usually small (on the order of a few tens of eV) so the ioniza-

tion is created within a few nanometers of the primary electron’s

track. While electrons scatter readily, causing the path of the

primary electron to have many kinks and bends, the distance

between kinks is far greater than the nanometer scale so the ini-

tial passage of the electron is usually modeled as a straight tube

of ionization with a diameter of about 3 nm [33], [34], such as

shown in Fig. 2 (the value of 3 nm is not critical, but serves to

set the approximate size scale of the initial “line” of ionization).

This picture ignores some additional effects, such as Landau

fluctations and the generation of fluorescent X-rays and delta
rays (collisions where the ionized electron has enough kinetic

energy to create its own ionization track). However, all of these

interactions result in additional energetic electrons, and so ad-

ditional 3 nm diameter tubes of ionization, which leaves the

overall picture essentially unchanged, except for the number of

track ends (see below).

The ionization density varies along the length of the track,

and for most of the track the linear ionization density (ioniza-

tion per unit length of track, or dE/dx) can be estimated using the

Bethe-Bloch equation [35]. This equation implies that the ion-

ization is only weakly dependent on the electron energy when

the electron energy is high (above 100 keV), but when the

electron energy is low (below 10 keV) the dE/dx rapidly in-

creases with decreasing energy. Thus, at the beginning of the

track (where the electron has the highest energy) the ionization

density is the lowest and it loses energy at a roughly constant

rate until its energy is below a few keV, whereupon it deposits

its remaining energy in a relatively short distance (a few nm).

The Bethe-Bloch equation breaks down when the electron en-

ergy is less than a few keV (the binding energy of the outer shell

electrons), and accurate estimation of the linear ionization den-

sity in this energy regime is a topic of current research [33],

[34], [36]–[39]. But while the exact values may not be known,

the ionization densities produced are very high ( e/h

pairs/cm ) for low energy electrons and they range out in a very

short distance.

IV. PRESENT THEORETICAL MODELS

A. General Picture
All of the present models have at their core a number of

common elements. As described in the previous section, the en-

ergetic electron is assumed to lose its energy in such a way that

at the instant after interaction, it has created a tube of ionization

(electrons and holes) whose diameter is a few nm. The excita-

tion carrier density at any given point along the track depends

on the energy of the energetic electron as it passed through that

point. Some of the electrons and holes will have formed exci-

tons essentially instantaneously but the remaining electrons and

holes are unpaired. The partitioning of the ionization between

electrons, holes, and excitons is assumed to depend on both the

scintillator material and the ionization density.

After the excitation carriers have been created, the system

evolves with time. A number of physical processes can occur,

some of which lead to the emission of a scintillation photon

and some of which lead to quenching. The processes compete

with each other and the rates at which these processes occur

also depend both on the scintillator material and the ionization

density.

Thus the root cause for non-proportionality—the fact that the

luminous efficiency depends on the energy of the incident par-
ticle—is that the ionization density depends on the incident par-

ticle energy, the competition between radiative and non-radia-

tive processes depends on ionization density, and so the fraction
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SCHEMA GENERALE DEL PROCESSO DI SCINTILLAZIONE

Questo schema fu proposto nel 1961 ed è ancora accettato
• Lungo la traccia della particella ionizzante si formano i “portatori”, cioè elettroni, lacune e stati legati (eccitoni).

• Sono le coppie legate che si diseccitano (grazie ai centri diffusori principalmente dati del drogante) che generano i 
fotoni di scintillazione.

• La densità di formazione dipende dall’energia e dalla carica della particella ionizzante. La suddivisione fra elettroni, 
lacune e eccitoni dipende dal materiale e dalla densità di ionizzazione. 

• Una volta formata la “nuvola” dei portatori essa evolve nel tempo; ci sono diversi processi fisici e alcuni di questi 
portano a scintillazione ed altri no (il così detto «quenching»). I due fenomeni sono in competizione e questa 
competizione dipende dalla densità di ionizzazione la quale dipende dall’energia della particella ionizzante da cui 
deriva la non-linearità perché la frazione di energia convertita in luce dipende in definitiva dall’energia della 
particella incidente.

• La difficoltà sta nel capire quali sono i processi dominanti e la loro dipendenza da dE/dx



Esistono attualmente tre diversi approcci:
1) Approccio minimalista (più semplice e che io uso nelle simulazioni)
2) Modello cinetico (considera anche la dipendenza dal tempo)
3) Modello diffusivo (considera anche la diffusione dei portatori)

approccio minimalista (due fenomeni dominanti a energie diverse)

Gli eccitoni (stati legati h-e) sono neutri e si assume quindi molto più mobili di e ed h separati. Si assume che 
solo gli eccitoni producano scintillazione via ricombinazione. Gli elettroni e le lacune si ricombinano in 
maniera non radiativa.

1) Il meccanismo di quenching domina ad alta densità di eccitazione a causa di collisione di due eccitoni con 
un fenomeno Auger-like in cui un eccitone perde tutta la sua energia ina maniera non radiativa (fononi). Il 
tasso di quenching è proporzionale al quadrato della densità di eccitoni.
2) A bassa densità di ionizzazione gli elettroni e lacune sono separati e la formazione di stati legati avviene 
quando la distanza fra loro è vicina alla al raggio di Onsager (cioè quando l’energia di legame è 
paragonabile all’energia termica).

modello a tre parametri



Per caratterizzare la risposta di
scintillazione tipicamente si usa la «risposta
agli elettroni» ottenuta per effetto Compton







• Simulazione con FLUKA tracciando fino alla minima energia possibile, 100 eV.

• Materiale: LYSO

• Risposta di scintillazione col modello minimale (YSO e non LYSO!) 

Con 3 cm di LYSO:

• Studio delle m.i.p. 
- muoni a 10 GeV
- protoni (alla stessa velocità)
- nuclei di elio 4
- nuclei di carbonio 12
- nuclei di ferro 56

Con 1 m3 di LYSO

• Studio di elettroni a bassa energia (simil Compton)

•Studio degli sciami di elettroni a 1 GeV, 10 GeV, 1 TeV

• Studio degli sciami di protoni a 10 GeV, 1 TeV

Lavoro di simulazione





10 muon events





7.1% of the total released energy

( 𝚫E (eV) )



6.2 MeV/cm

24.8 MeV/cm



La riduzione del segnale 
passando dalla m.i.p. di H a He
è del 3.7% 





La riduzione del segnale passando 
dalla m.i.p. di H a He, C o Fe è
R(He) = 3.7%
R(C) = 32.7%
R(Fe) = 61%







La riduzione del segnale passando 
dalla m.i.p. di H a elettroni
è del 3.3% 







La riduzione del segnale passando 
dalla m.i.p. di protomni a sciami di 
protoni è del: 
11.8% a 10 GeV
6.5% a 1 TeV
??? a 1 PeV



Cose da capire e/o fare…

• Ci sono errori concettuali?
• Ci sono errori materiali?
• È tutto questo ragionevole e/o sensato?
• In questo lavoro c’è una approssimazione: non sono considerate in maniera 

«precisa» le energie rilasciate da tracce sotto soglia (elettroni sotto 100 eV). 
– 𝚫E(sotto soglia) / 𝚫E(totale) ≈ 7.1% protoni m.i.p.
– 𝚫E(sotto soglia) / 𝚫E(totale) ≈ 0.9% sciami elettroni 10 GeV
– 𝚫E(sotto soglia) / 𝚫E(totale) ≈ 11% sciami protoni 10 GeV
– 𝚫E(sotto soglia) / 𝚫E(totale) ≈ 9.5% sciami protoni 1 TeV

• Studiare la densità di energia in funzione del tipo di particella

Cose interessanti da fare:

• Fare confronto con dati test beam a disposizione

• Come implementare nella simulazione il processo di scintillazione non-
proporzionale al PeV?

• Fare la caratterizzazione dei cristalli di LYSO di volo di HERD
• Con elettroni Compton
• Con nuclei non interagenti
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Protons in LYSO



Protons in LYSO
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Protons in LYSO



CsI(Tl)
FERMI/GLAST CaloCube
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CsI(Tl) LYSO BGO

CsI(Na) LuAG BaF2

YAP YAG(Ce)

CaloCube
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The facility will be located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and is intended 
to be made available to the community at large. 
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